WFWP USA: Give Greater Hope on Giving Tuesday!
Angelika Selle
November 30, 2021

On this global day of giving, Giving Tuesday, we'd love your support for our
mission as we look forward to a new year of promise and hope for
building a Culture of Heart. With the many challenges we face today, women
can offer many unique angles to bring solutions. Women naturally think and
operate from their hearts, which is critical for building a more hopeful future
for our families and communities. WFWP USA provides tools to empower
women leaders with skills and supportive community, so they can
collaboratively foster peace.
Please help support this mission for Greater Hope in 2022! Click below
today.
Thank you!
P.S. Scroll down to see what your donation does to bring hopeful,
transformational programs to throusands across the nation.
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Help women share their nurturing and
resilient hearts with the world!
"When our mindset changes from wishing to receive love, to
wishing to give love, the world of peace will be at hand."
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- Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon
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Do you agree that our families, communities and humanity at large need a
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new mindset and heartset to solve our many social issues? Women have

I donated in support of this campaign.

something to unique offer in that area, as women bring a different angle
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and natura lly think and operate from their hearts. To bring out that inner
strength, and give women the confidence to do so WFWP USA provides
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allowing them to foster genuine peace.
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You can help support this mission for Greater Hope in 2022! The world
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has been out of balance for far too long. It is missing the voice and action
of mothers and women in leadership. Together we can care for our
communities and provide hope. WFWP USA service projects, charitable
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grants, peace leadership, and educational programs are the cornerstones

Thanks for the very important work
you are doing.

for our vision of a unified world, based on the Culture of Heart.
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Thanks to generous donors like you, in 2021, WFWP USA:

• educated 440 people in Leadership of the Heart, a new paradigm
of leadership
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I donated in support of this campaign.

• educated over 1,500 on the power of marriage and family to create
peace
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• educated over 5,200 on local, national , and international
peacebuilding, including collaborations to promote North-South
Korean unity and
• supported the education of young students in need in Jordan,
Cambodia, and 8 African countries.

Students provided with opportunities become the educated bearers of the
Culture of Heart for their communities! Peace builders brought together
with a unified purpose provide hope and direction for long-time enemy
nations to become partners. Couples who receive marriage education gain
resources to build long-lasting relationships, creating happiness and
peace for themselves, their children , and society. Women leaders
empowered to embrace a new leadership style bring positive change to all
their spheres of influence: the family, the community, education, business,
the arts, everywhere!

As one fan expressed ii, "Thank you for sharing about the character
God gave to we women, to care for, invest in, and embrace others
wherever we are. Congratulations to the founders of WFWP for
making a difference for good in our families and world!"

Read more about what your donations are making possible here.

Checks can be mailed to: WFWP USA 481 Eighth Ave. Suite #1228 New
York, NY 10001, and all donations are tax-deductible.
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